111 Places

1. Agora Meyhanesi  
   The authentic lonely-hearts tavern | 10

2. Akaretler  
   Fine living in terraced houses | 12

3. Akin Balik  
   Begging cats under the table | 14

4. The Alexander Sarcophagus  
   Battle scene in stone | 16

5. Anadolu Kavagi  
   At the sentinel of the Bosphorus | 18

6. The Andreas Church  
   Russian-Orthodox incense on the top floor | 20

7. Arap Cami  
   Falsifying history around a mosque | 22

8. The Armenian Patriarchate  
   A quiet oasis with holy sons of thunder | 24

9. The Ataturk Museum  
   The dress coat behind glass | 26

10. The Ataturk Statue  
    Larger than life in his lifetime already | 28

11. Atli Koyk  
    Fine calligraphy on the shores of the Bosphorus | 30

12. Bagdat Caddesi  
    Istanbul's Champs Elysees on the Asian side | 32

13. Barbaros Hayreddin  
    Two monuments for the terror of the seas | 34

14. Bebek Kahvesi  
    Sipping tea on the Bosphorus | 36

15. Belgrade Forest  
    Where Istanbul's water comes from | 38

16. Bookshop Mühlbauer  
   "The Orient and Occident are no longer separable." | 40

17. Büyük Londra Oteli  
    The poor cousin of the Pera Palas | 42

18. Büyük Postane  
    Istanbul's imperial communications hub | 44
19. Çamlıca Hill  
   *Who owns the skyline?*  
   46

20. The Çarşamba Market  
   *Colourful market dotted with black*  
   48

21. Çarşım Beşiktaş  
   *The tough guys*  
   50

22. Casa Garibaldi  
   *An opera for workers*  
   52

23. Çavuş Hamami  
   *On the trail of Jewish life in Balat*  
   54

24. Çemberlitaş  
   *An emperor up above*  
   56

25. The Chalki Seminary  
   *This bone of contention is spick and span*  
   58

26. The Cihangir Steps  
   *A rainbow under your feet*  
   60

27. The Date Istanbul  
   *Armaghan's sophisticated jazz venue*  
   62

28. Deniz Müzesi  
   *Gondolas, gold and ebony*  
   64

29. The English Cemetery  
   *Keep the Union Jack flying*  
   66

30. The Fayton Station  
   *Eco taxis on the island*  
   68

31. Fener  
   *Old Byzance in Istanbul*  
   70

32. Feriköy Flea Market  
   *Where you'll find what you weren't looking for*  
   72

33. Fethi Paşa Korusu  
   *Green dream above the Bosphorus*  
   74

34. Fıstık Ahmet  
   *A rather unusual restaurant owner*  
   76

35. The German Oriental Bank  
   *From financial arm in the Middle East to stolen Nazi gold*  
   78

36. Gezi Park  
   *A symbol of resistance*  
   80

37. The Greek Orphanage  
   *Europe's largest wooden building*  
   82

38. Gülhane Park  
   *An oasis for the people in front of the palace wall*  
   84
39. Güllüoğlu
   *Sweet as sin* | 86
40. Hacı Abdullah Lokantası
   *The temple of Ottoman cuisine* | 88
41. Hacı Bekir
   *Sweetmaker to the Sultan* | 90
42. Halide Edip Adıvar
   *Homage to a woman not afraid of conflict* | 92
43. Haydarpaşa Railway Station
   *Great friends planning great things together* | 94
44. Hekimbaşı Yalısı
   *Red as ox blood, in a prime Bosphorus location* | 96
45. İbrahim Muteferrika
   *The Ottoman answer to Gutenberg* | 98
46. İç Kalpakçı Lane
   *Colourful cul-de-sac* | 100
47. The Istanbul Culinary Institute
   *Why not wield that wooden spoon yourself?* | 102
48. İstanbul Lisesi
   *A bankrupt state — and an excellent school* | 104
49. İstanbul Modern
   *Enjoying art on the Bosphorus* | 106
50. İstinye Park
   *Urban shopping between skyscrapers* | 108
51. The Jewish Museum
   *Sephardic Jews past and present* | 110
52. The Kadıköy Bull
   *A travelling bull* | 112
53. Kadinlar Pazari
   *Siirt in Istanbul* | 114
54. Kafe Ara
   *The photographer's café* | 116
55. The Kalpazankaya Restaurant
   *Eating fish instead of printing fake money* | 118
56. The Kamondo Steps
   *The Rothschilds of the Orient* | 120
57. Karacaahmet Cemetery
   *The last resting place for most Turkss* | 122
58. The Kastamonu Market
   *Eggs from the villages* | 124
59. Küçük Ali Paşa Külliyesi
   *Ottoman sweating with a Great Admiral* | 126

60. The Kinaliada Mosque
   *An unusual mosque with a swimming beach thrown in* | 128

61. Kızkulesi
   *Where James Bond prevented a nuclear attack* | 130

62. The Koç Museum
   *The business tycoon of modern Turkey donates a museum* | 132

63. Koço
   *Raki upstairs, incense downstairs* | 134

64. Kosher Levi
   *Kofte with matzo flour sauce* | 136

65. Küçük Ayasofya
   *Hagia Sophia’s forgotten little sister* | 138

66. Kurukahveci Mehmet Efendi
   *The most famous coffee roastery in Istanbul* | 140

67. Kuzguncuk
   *A former cultural melting pot* | 142

68. Little Italy
   *Where Casanova spent the night* | 144

69. Marmaray
   *Next Stop Asia* | 146

70. Meyer’s
   *From the Sultan’s court watchmaker to high-tech firm* | 148

71. Mihrimah Cami
   *An astronomical declaration of love* | 150

72. The Military Museum
   *Peace at Home – Peace in the World* | 152

73. Milyon Taşı
   *GPS in Constantine’s global empire* | 154

74. Miniatürk
   *A quick trip through Turkey* | 156

75. Mısır Apartman
   *Fine art and dining with a view* | 158

76. The Museum of Innocence
   *A Nobel Prize winner showcases his novel* | 160

77. The Neve Shalom Synagogue
   *A history of terrorist attacks* | 162

78. Nicaesstone
   *Handmade in Istanbul instead of imported from China* | 164
79 Nimet Abla
    The lotto queen | 166

80 The Old Galata Bridge
    Decommissioned floating bridge | 168

81 The Ottoman Gardens
    Barking dogs on the city wall | 170

82 Panorama 1453
    Thundering cannons on the wall | 172

83 The Pantokrator Church
    Three churches, one mosque and one patient lady | 174

84 The Pierre Loti Tea house
    Where a Romantic soul dreamed of a beautiful Turkish lady | 176

85 The Pudding Shop
    Former meeting point on the way to Kathmandu | 178

86 The Russian Market
    Bales of fabric in the hotel entrance | 180

87 The Rüstem Paşa Mosque
    All roads lead to Mecca | 182

88 The Sait Faik Museum
    Speculations on the loneliness of the bohemian | 184

89 Salt Galata
    Inside the money dungeons | 186

90 The Sapphire Tower
    Where Istanbul is scraping the clouds | 188

91 Şark Kahvesi
    Hot sand in the historic shopping centre | 190

92 Sinan's Tomb
    Where Mimar Sinan lost his head | 192

93 Soğukçeşme Lane
    An automobile club involved in conservation | 194

94 The Spring of Blachernen
    One decilitre of holy water | 196

95 St Stephen's Church
    Ecclesiastical architecture IKEA-style | 198

96 Sultanahmet Köftecisi
    Master Selim's köfte paradise | 200

97 Sulukule
    Gentrification on the city wall | 202

98 The Süreyya Opera House
    Exquisite sounds in Kadıköy | 204
99. Surp Yerrortutyun Kilisesi
   *Incense masking the smell of fish* | 206

100. Tahtakale
   *Watches by the bucketful and Viagra hawkers* | 208

101. Tatbak
   *Lahmacun in the lap of luxury* | 210

102. Telli Baba
   *Matchmaking from the tomb* | 212

103. Tophane-i Amire
   *Art instead of cannons* | 214

104. The Trotzky House
   *Where Georges Simenon visited the Russian revolutionary* | 216

105. Tünel
   *The second-oldest underground in the world* | 218

106. The Turkish-Orthodox Patriarchate
   *The hereditary Patriarchate* | 220

107. Unkapanı Pilavcısı
   *Ambulant gastronomy* | 222

108. Vakkas’s Sweetbread Roastery
   *Innards survive the abattoir* | 224

109. Vefa Bozacısı
   *Sweet, sparkling and with a pinch of cinnamon* | 226

110. Yıldız Şale
    *A hostelry for the Emperor* | 228

111. The Zil Shop Istanbul
    *Janissaries, Charlie Watts and Ginger Baker* | 230